IMPROVING IT SERVICES SO YOU CAN DO MORE

THE ADAPTIVE DIFFERENCE

SECURITY SERVICES

Adaptive ticks the key boxes in
every business leader’s IT
check list.

What are you doing to ensure your
organizations data and IP is secure?
Adaptive’s security services
integrate an array of bestof-breed products into a
single easy to manage
solution ensuring you are
protected from the full
spectrum of threats.

Starting with robust
IT governance,
data security and
resilience, backed
by a full suite of
services, all coordinated by an IT
roadmap.

TECHNOLOGY
ROADMAP

BUSINESS
CONTINUITY

Is your IT strategy
aligned with your
business strategy?
Adaptive will create a
roadmap that plans for
projects,forecasts investment
and prioritises infrastructure
improvement projects.

If an unplanned event
stops your business today
do you have a recovery
plan?
Adaptive’s Business Continuity
Plan will ensure your organizations
critical systems continue to
operate when incidents, disasters
or threats occur.

206-931-3200 or 509-295-4000
info@adaptivetechgroup.com
www.adaptivetechgroup.com

PROCUREMENT

PROJECT
SERVICES

DATA
BACKUP

SECURITY
SERVICES

CLOUD
SERVICES

TECHNOLOGY
ROADMAP

CIO SERVICES

ADAPTIVE IT SERVICES

IT SERVICES
Tailored to your needs at a fixed
monthly cost, includes use
of the Adaptive service desk,
remote and onsite technical
support, 24/7, 365 days a year.

CIO SERVICES
Strategic and consultancy offerings which include strategic
planning, project management,
security review and business
continuity

TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP
Adaptive will create a roadmap
that plans for projects, forecasts
investment and prioritises
infrastructure improvement
projects.

CLOUD SERVICES
Powerful, flexible, scalable,
secure and highly affordable
cloud solutions optimised for
mid-sized businesses.

SECURITY SERVICES
Integrating an array of best-ofbreed products into a single
easy to manage solution,
ensuring your data, applications, devices and servers are
protected from the full
spectrum of threats.

DATA BACKUP
Data backup and disaster
recovery services to ensure your
business continues to function
no matter what.

PROJECT SERVICES
To provide a process for
evaluation and selection of
ongoing technology platforms
for your business.

PROCUREMENT
IT product procurement and
purchasing that will help save
you money and take the hassle
out of procurement.

206-931-3200 or 509-295-4000
info@adaptivetechgroup.com
www.adaptivetechgroup.com

